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KIN Summer School - 26 till 29 June
Innovation has become a major topic of study in the field of information systems. These innovations are mainly due to increased knowledge-intensity of organizational performance, the growing distributed and mobile forms of working and organizing, and the emergence of digitalization in processes and products. As a result, there is a need among scholars to understand in more detail how to study knowledge intensive practices that emerge from the interplay between (new) technologies and new ways of working as well as the management thereof. A significant group of scholars, spread over Europe and US/Canada, are using various practice and process approaches to study such new ways of working, innovating and organizing and publishes in a growing number of related international journals. Each year, a different selection of this group of scholars come together in Amsterdam.

Programme and faculty together with the Amsterdam Business Research Institute (ABRI), and will take place June 26 - June 29 at the Vrije Universiteit. During 4 intensive days participants and faculty will discuss research in the field of IT, Knowledge and Innovation. The teaching faculty consists of an international group of professors, known for their research in the field: Chrisanthi Averou (London School of Economics), Brian Pentland (MSU), Samer Faraj (McGill University, Canada), Paul Leonard (University of California Santa Barbara), Marleen Huysman (KIN Research, VU University Amsterdam) and Hans Berends (KIN Research, VU University Amsterdam). For more information please click here.

ABRI Seminar Paul Leonard - 4 July
Paul Leonard will hold a seminar on July 4 from 12:00 till 13:30 in room HG-08A20. More information will later be published on the ABRI website.
This KIN Summer School is organized by the KIN Research Group of the VU University Amsterdam
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During the summer period, the ABRI WE newsletter will not be published for some weeks. This will be the last newsletter until September. ABRI wishes all colleagues a great conference- and holiday season!
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